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Abstract 25 
Cementitious grouts are a vital component for the economically-viable implementation 26 

of the geological storage of CO2 in providing an engineered long-term seal. In this study a class 27 

G cement was carbonated at 80 bar, at either 60 ºC or 120 ºC, whilst immersed in a synthetic 28 

brine for durations of up to 5 months. X-ray computed tomography was used to evaluate the 29 

advancement of carbonation depth, whilst SEM/ EDXA and XRD were used to characterise 30 

microstructural alteration of the cement phases. The microstructure of the ‘main carbonation 31 

front’ was found to be representative of the governing reactive transport mechanism. An ill-32 

defined ‘main carbonation front’ during carbonation at 80 bar /60ºC showed a carbonation 33 

mechanism controlled by the rate or precipitation/ dissolution reactions; diffusion in that case 34 

was not the controlling factor. The faster local supersaturation conditions in the pores at 60 ºC 35 

(with respect to Ca2+ and HC𝑂 ) created a dynamic system of aragonite precipitation from the 36 

carbonated to the inner regions of the cement. At 80 bar/120 °C a clearly defined ‘main 37 

carbonation front’ with higher compositional density than at 60ºC, was correlated with the fast 38 

reactions and diffusion limited evolution of the ‘main carbonation front’. Calcite, as the main 39 

result of those fast reactions at 120 ºC, filled ubiquitously previously unmineralized voids, 40 

creating a system less prone to compositional alterations by chemical changes due to the CO2 41 

plume. This study showed, that the formation of calcium carbonate polymorphs depends on the 42 

kinetics of carbonation reactions for a class G cement that is determined by temperature and 43 

time. The findings of the current paper can be further used for the the understanding of reaction 44 

processes within the cements of the CO2 injection wells and assess their long-term chemical 45 

stability.  46 
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1. Introduction 51 

Securing investment in the geological storage of CO2, together with addressing 52 

regulatory and public acceptance criteria, will require the demonstration of its long-term 53 

containment deep underground, negligible leakage of CO2 from the injection wells, and an 54 

economic method of long-term monitoring of the wells. CO2 from major emitters (mCO2 55 

>0.1Mt/yr[1]) has long been pumped into rocks deep underground, either onshore such as at 56 

the Weyburn field in Canada (since 2000 more than 20 Mt CO2 injected at 1300-1500m depth) 57 

[2][3][4][5] or off-shore into deep saline aquifers below the sea floor such as at the Sleipner 58 

field in the North Sea (more than 10Mt CO2 injected; 1Mt CO2/year at 800-1000m) [6]. The 59 

primary CO2 leakage risk can be attributed to the number of deep boreholes in the area [7], 60 

which appears larger than compared to the leakage through the caprock [8]. Consequently, a 61 

continued study of the wells as routes for CO2 leakage is indispensable for the consolidation of 62 

the CCGS technologies.  The results from such studies will add to existing expertise, and 63 

inform countries that have already adopted specific regulations on CO2 geological storage, or 64 

‘geosequestration’, (such as Canada, USA, UK and Australia) [9]. According to those 65 

regulations for minimizing the leakage pathways of injected CO2, the importance of 66 

cementitious grouts for sealing the rock-borehole interface CCWs (Carbon Capture and storage 67 

Wells) has been well defined. 68 

When CO2 is dissolved into water it forms carbonic acid, which makes aqueous 69 

solutions slightly acidic[10].  Advection and diffusion of this into the pore network of cement 70 

causes “neutralization” of its alkaline pore fluid [11]. It was found that the initial dissolution 71 

of portlandite (CH) and the further dissociation of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) phases, 72 

enhance the buffering action of CH [12] with the end product being amorphous silica gel and 73 

polymorphs of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) [10].  Newly formed CaCO3 can be found either at 74 

the locations of CH and C-S-H dissolution or within the intact cement owing to the diffusive 75 
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transport of species through the pore network [13]. The accumulation of CaCO3 may form a 76 

‘reaction front’ that hinders further CO2 diffusion, thereby protecting reactive components (CH 77 

and C-S-H) within the unreacted regions of cement [14]. Experimental evidence has 78 

demonstrated that the shape of the reaction fronts is highly influenced by the interactions of 79 

the cement paste along interfaces with the contacting rocks [15] and borehole steel [16]. The 80 

correlation of the evolution of the reaction front with the mineralogical alterations during 81 

carbonation has been studied using numerical [17] and experimental [18] models. Cement core 82 

samples from real CO2 injection sites [19] [20] [21], have been compared with laboratory 83 

samples carbonated at various T,P conditions for either their mineralogy [22] or the rate of 84 

carbonation reactions [23]. Despite the understanding of the CaCO3 formation in natural 85 

systems [24], the correlation of the CaCO3 polymorph with the rate of carbonation and 86 

mineralogy remains poorly understood [25]. Little is known concerning the microstructure of 87 

the fronts in the particular case of cement carbonation and the correlation of the shape of the 88 

fronts with the governing transport mechanism. The quantification of the shape of the fronts in 89 

heterogeneous media has been proposed in the literature in terms of the spreading of the front 90 

[26]. The quantification of the front is not our goal in this paper, but rather a description in 91 

qualitative terms. The initial hypothesis is that diffusion-limited transport will create clearly 92 

visible fronts (high compositional density), while reaction-limited transport will lead to ill-93 

defined fronts. The latter means fronts, with compositional density similar to the reacted and 94 

unreacted regions, with large spreading values according to [26]. 95 

Assuming proper cementing practices [27] a cementitious grout needs to tolerate 96 

carbonation rates that would allow the assimilation of the injected and dissolved CO2 from the 97 

reservoirs rock formations [28]. Cementing practices providing a well hardened and secure 98 

cementitious grout for securing zonal isolation with no cracks should be verified from the well 99 

contractors [29]. The injected cement forms a critical seal and needs to be engineered such that 100 
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its carbonated regions would not allow fast chemical degradation of the cement phases [30] 101 

leading to fluid flow. Many studies have focused on the mineral alterations of cements using 102 

electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction before and after carbonation [31][32]. Other studies 103 

have used X-ray tomography to measure the kinetics of carbonation reactions and to predict 104 

the times for full degradation of a cement sheath [33]. Despite detailed knowledge about the 105 

formation of calcium carbonates and conditions needed to favour a specific polymorph [34], 106 

no study, to the best of the knowledge of the authors, has correlated carbonate phases (e.g. 107 

calcite, aragonite, vaterite) with the rate of carbonation under realistic downhole conditions. 108 

The purpose of the correlation of the downhole conditions with the type(s) of carbonate 109 

polymorph that form(s), could allow for faster characterization of cement for its carbonation 110 

resistance (via core drilling or cement bond logs), during the monitoring stages of injection and 111 

abandonment. Despite there being studies of CaCO3 polymorphs under various conditions 112 

during CO2 mineralization [35], little is known about the characteristic polymorph(s) formed 113 

during cement carbonation. In other words, this study will link: the carbonation kinetics at 114 

various temperatures; the preferential calcium carbonate polymorph; and phase alterations of 115 

the cement hydrates. Though studies exist on these topics, their scope is limited to one or two 116 

topics each time. Our results are expected to provide a practical understanding for academia 117 

and industry concerning monitoring studies of cement carbonation and long-term stability in 118 

real injection wells, respectively. 119 

In this study we aimed to determine the: 120 

 Microstructural alteration of a class G oilwell cement grout before, and after, 121 

accelerated carbonation in a synthetic brine 122 

 Effect of temperature and pressure conditions on the reactive transport process during 123 

carbonation by evaluating the spatial distribution of reaction products within the cement 124 

microstructure 125 
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  126 

2. Materials and methods 127 

Cement-based pastes were produced in line with standard mixing protocols [14] for 128 

grouts used to seal the annular gap between the steel borehole liner and the surrounding rock 129 

formations of the Sleipner field operating in the North Sea.  Mixing was done using a Hobart 130 

A120 – 12-Quart All Purpose Mixer and the samples were generated using cylindrical molds 131 

with a diameter of 4.7cm and height of 2cm. The curing procedure is explained in the 132 

Supporting Information.  133 

The experiments were conducted at a constant pressure of 80bar (8MPa) in batch 134 

reactors operating at 60ºC for 1 and 5 months, or at 120ºC for 1 and 3 months. Further details 135 

of the reactors are given in a previous study [14] and in the Supporting Information. In order 136 

to aid sample tracking, at the end of each experiment, every sample was assigned a specific 137 

code unique to each sample. The first part of this code indicated the type of gas used to 138 

pressurise the experiment (‘N’ for N2, and ‘CO’ for CO2), the second part indicated the 139 

temperature of the experiment (‘60’ for 60ºC, and ‘120’ for 120ºC), and the third part denoted 140 

the duration in months. For example, the ‘N60/1’ was used for the sample immersed in N2-141 

saturated brine at 60ºC for 1 month, and the “CO120/3” was used for the sample immersed in 142 

CO2 saturated brine at 120ºC for 3 months. 143 

The techniques used were what we had available to us at the time, and thought that 144 

SEM with XRD would suffice for this study. Backscattered electron (BSE) imaging was 145 

undertaken on polished and conductive surfaces using an XL30 SEM made by Philips, and 146 

equipped with an energy dispersive analysis X-ray (EDXA) detector offering the opportunity 147 

for simultaneous phase differentiation and elemental mapping. Details of the sample 148 

preparation and instrument parameters are given in the Supporting Information. Details of the 149 
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elemental mapping by EDXA are also given in the Supporting Information. XRD powder 150 

analysis was conducted using a Siemens D500 diffractometer in Bragg-Brantano geometry 151 

using a Cu Kα irradiation source with wavelength 1.5406 Å. Analysis was conducted for 2θ 152 

angles across the range 5º to 80º at a scanning rate of 0.05º and a step time of 4 seconds. A 153 

powder using an agate mortar and pestle was produced for the XRD analysis and was placed 154 

carefully into the sample holder, so as a perfectly flat surface to be created. The limited quantity 155 

of the powders for the carbonated parts did not allow for a sophisticated method for production 156 

of powders with mean particle diameter less than 2 μm [36]. The employed method of hand 157 

mortar and pestle was deemed to be successful for ‘standard resolution’-type XRD powder 158 

characterisation studies [37]. In order to obtain non-destructive 3D volume imaging of the 159 

whole reacted and unreacted samples, X-Ray computed tomography (XRCT) was performed 160 

using an XRADIA VERSA XRM-500. The image size was 2048 pixels*2048 pixels, the pixel 161 

size was 25μm, the exposure time was 5 seconds, the camera readout setting was set to fast 162 

(2.5MHz), and the source voltage was 160kV. For the post-processing and visualisation of the 163 

alteration due carbonation, Dragonfly 2020.1.1.809 was used under academic license 164 

(Dragonfly 3.7.3 [Windows]. Object Research Systems (ORS) Inc, Montreal, Canada, 2018; 165 

software available at http://www.theobjects.com/dragonfly ). 166 

 167 

3. Results and Discussion 168 

BSE micrographs of samples reacted with the carbonated brine showed two distinct 169 

regions that were separated by a visually apparent ‘main carbonation front’ (see Figure 1). 170 

Analysis of the Ca/Si ratio graphs has shown, not a rapid leaching of Ca to the brine, but a 171 

controlled transport, reaction and precipitation of Ca and carbonates throughout the cement 172 

matrix. Figure 2 shows the Ca/Si profile from the surface to the inner region of cement 173 

calculated from the Ca and Si EDXA elemental maps. The inner region is defined here as the 174 
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‘unreacted core’ of cement in advance of the ‘main carbonation front’ and with a microstructure 175 

similar to the unreacted sample as observed from BSE micrographs. The term inner ‘core’ is 176 

not used in our study, since it might induce confusion with the ‘cores’ of cement from sampling 177 

in oilwells. Nevertheless, the inner region of cement (or simply inner region) is anticipated to 178 

experience microstructural alterations due to chemical and thermal gradients. Big variations in 179 

Ca/Si on the outer edge of the carbonated region are due to severe decalcification due to Ca 180 

transport towards the surface and subsequent leaching to solution. Zones with steady Ca/Si 181 

ratio (e.g. for samples CO60/1 and CO120/1, see Figure 2)  from 0.25 mm to 0.50 mm, showed 182 

that the decalcification of the C-S-H phases took place gradually despite the temperature 183 

difference. In other words, decalcification was not a step function at the ‘main carbonation 184 

front’, but a controlled process at 60℃ and 120℃. Possible limitations in the Ca transport were 185 

not attributed to differences in chemistry, but were associated with the pathways for diffusion 186 

(see Figure 2). Diffusion limited reactions seemed to be synchronized (spatially) in a 187 

continuous main reaction front, which at 120℃ was observed to be characterised by greater 188 

average atomic number deposition in terms of BSE imaging (than at 60℃) (see Figure 1). The 189 

term ‘main reaction front’ or ‘main carbonation front’ refers just to the relatively narrow main 190 

front of carbonation towards the centre of the sample over time that is clearly visible from the 191 

BSE micrographs (see Figure 1) and separates a carbonated region from an inner cement 192 

region. The ‘main carbonation front’ at 120℃ was observed as a single front (no relic fronts at 193 

the carbonated region), while at 60℃ it was the newest front (from a series of minor ones within 194 

the carbonated region) located in between the inner and carbonated regions (see Figure 2). At 195 

60℃ the ‘main carbonation front’ was, rather, the precipitation front, of ongoing dissolution/ 196 

precipitation fronts (from the surface of the sample towards its centre), which upon dissolution 197 

would lead to carbonation of non-carbonated cement phases. Those ‘minor’ (relic) fronts were 198 
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characterized with similar composition to each other, as far as the average Ca/Si ratio is 199 

concerned (see Figure 2).  200 

 201 

Figure 1 Backscattered electron micrographs for the samples immersed into carbonated brine at: (A)60ºC, 1 month; (B) 60ºC, 202 

5 months; (C) 120ºC, 1 month; (D) 120ºC, 3 months. The CO2 diffusion is simplified at the diffusion of the slightly acidic 203 

carbonated fluid of our study that contains CO2(aq) (HCO3
-) and other studies with true carbonic acid. 204 
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 205 

Figure 2 Spatial profile of the Ca/Si ratio for the samples immersed in the carbonated brine at 60ºC and 120º; the calculation 206 

steps of the Ca/Si ratio for each sample are shown in the Supporting Information. 207 

 The outer zones of the samples, from the surface to the ‘main carbonation front’, were 208 

characterized by major calcium carbonate precipitation. The ‘main carbonation front’ was the 209 

latest of all the calcium carbonate precipitation fronts to form. That said, precipitation of 210 

calcium carbonates depended on temperature. XRD analyses showed that calcite and aragonite 211 

were produced at both temperatures and durations tested, and that vaterite was absent only 212 

following treatment at 120ºC after 3 months reaction (CO120/3), according to XRD analyses 213 

(see Figure 3) and SE imaging (see Figure 5). The diffraction peaks for the different 214 

polymorphs of calcium carbonate in Figure 3 shows clearly the loss of vaterite in sample 215 

CO120/3 at 2θ=25°, while the main peaks of calcite (2θ=30°) and aragonite (2θ=26°, 27° and 216 

34°) are preserved.  Amorphous CaCO3 might be anticipated to form, before transforming to 217 

one of the more stable polymorphs i.e. vaterite, aragonite and calcite. However, this cannot be 218 

detected by XRD analysis. 219 
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The carbonate precipitation was found to be a dynamic phenomenon that reflected local 220 

saturation conditions with respect to ions of calcium and carbonates/bicarbonates. The 221 

morphological characteristics of the calcium carbonate observed by secondary electron (SE) 222 

imaging are consistent with the existence of the carbonate polymorphs identified using XRD. 223 

SE image analysis revealed evidence of the formation of new, stable and corroded aragonite 224 

crystals (depending on location in the sample) at 60ºC showing a dynamic system of 225 

carbonation reactions involving both precipitation and dissolution (see Figure 6 and Figure 8). 226 

Voids filled with rhombohedral calcite at 120ºC were evident as shown in Figure 5A, while 227 

aragonite crystals were also evident at 120ºC from crushed samples of the carbonated region 228 

of CO120/3 (see Figure 5B). Orthorhombic crystals of aragonite were also identified at 60ºC 229 

as shown for sample CO60/5 (see Figure 7). These represent air bubbles included in the cement 230 

paste during the cement manufacture/pouring process, and ‘air voids’ is a shorthand term being 231 

used here. These provide small micro-environments in which crystals can grow and which can 232 

be studied via the SEM. This suggests that extensive precipitation of multiple forms of 233 

aragonite from the carbonated zone (dense crystals) to the ‘main carbonation front’ (random 234 

small needles) may have occurred. The carbonate precipitation for sample CO60/5 was found 235 

to occur even to the inner region of the sample, in close proximity to the ‘main carbonation 236 

front’, with well-defined stable crystals of aragonite (see Figure 3 and Figure 8). Vaterite and 237 

calcite were not observed macroscopically in the CO60/5 sample, with SEM imaging only 238 

revealing small crystals among the decalcified C-S-H phases. Hence, at 60ºC, it appeared that 239 

the preferential formation of calcite and vaterite replacing the C-S-H matrix phases, and the 240 

aragonite precipitation in larger open porosity, were controlled by specific mass transport 241 

mechanisms. Those mechanisms allowed for controlled formation of calcite and vaterite in 242 

micropores, and aragonite to be ubiquitous in former air voids. 243 
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 244 

Figure 3 XRD diffractograms of the samples immersed in CO2 saturated brine at 60°C and 120℃. 245 

 246 

Figure 4 Calcium carbonates at the carbonated parts of the CO120/ 1; (A) Blocky calcite crystals (with rhombohedral 247 

cleavage) growth inside an air void; (B) aragonite crystals of a crushed sample; the area “x” shows vaterite with a 248 

“cauliflower” morphology as a precursor for the aragonite growth in the direction of the arrows a→ b 249 
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 250 

Figure 5 Calcium carbonates at the carbonated parts of the CO120/ 3; (A) Calcite crystals (with characteristic rhombohedral 251 

morphology) growth inside an air void; (B) aragonite crystals (with characteristic acicular-prismatic morphology) of a 252 

crushed sample; no morphologically-different vaterite was detected for any crushed samples. 253 

 254 

 255 

Figure 6 XRD diffractogram for the inner and outer regions of sample treated with carbonated brine at 60ºC after 1 month 256 
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 257 

Figure 7 Wide field and close-up images of aragonite crystals growth inside an air void at a distance 3mm from the outer 258 

surface of the carbonated region of CO60/ 5 259 

At 120ºC, the dynamics of the carbonation reactions were found to be reflected in the 260 

formation of stable calcite crystals that appeared to completely fill pre-existing voids (see 261 

Figure 4 and Figure 5). The carbonated regions at 120ºC showed a less transitional system, 262 

compared to that at 60ºC, with calcite formed rapidly rather than the metastable aragonite 263 

formed at 60ºC. At 120ºC, calcite, aragonite and vaterite (same range of polymorphism as in 264 

CO60) were found exclusively in the carbonated regions of CO120/1 and CO120/3 (see Figure 265 

3). Calcite appeared to be the major calcium carbonate, filling the air voids almost ubiquitously, 266 

and was evident macroscopically in SEM images irrespective of time. Vaterite was not detected 267 

microscopically during SEM examination of entire cement blocks but only as calcium 268 

carbonate with “cauliflower-morphology” in crushed samples (see Figure 4). In fractured 269 

blocks of the carbonated regions at 120ºC after 1 month, vaterite was found as part of the same 270 

structure as aragonite crystals showing a dynamic system of continuously transforming calcium 271 

carbonates via phase precipitation changes over time (sample CO120/1) (see Figure 4). Those 272 

changes could have happened via actual solid-state phase transformations, possibly as a 273 

mechanism of fast dissolution of the unstable polymorph and fast re-precipitation of the most 274 

favorable polymorph. This system provided evidence that the degree of supersaturation is 275 

changing, with vaterite forming rapidly at high degrees of CaCO3 supersaturation, and 276 
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aragonite forming at lower ones. Although calcite may expected to be the most 277 

thermodynamically stable phase, the precipitation of the calcium carbonate polymorphs may 278 

be kinetically-controlled, with vaterite being the fastest, then aragonite, and then calcite. 279 

Vaterite appeared initially quickly with dissolution of cement phases, giving relatively high 280 

concentrations in solutions that favoured vaterite precipitation (sample CO120/1). For sample 281 

CO120/3 the loss of vaterite (see Figure 3) was followed by a slowing down of dissolution 282 

leading to lower concentrations/degrees of saturation, which favoured aragonite and calcite 283 

(see Figure 5).  284 

Cement samples immersed in N2-saturated brine (i.e. a CO2-free system, effectively an 285 

experimental blank) provided evidence for the source of Ca (from the cement phases) that was 286 

consumed during the carbonation reactions. For the samples subjected to carbonation, the 287 

transport of Ca is complex, due to the Ca dissociated from the cement phases and the re-288 

dissolution of the calcium carbonates from the ‘main carbonation front’ towards the surface 289 

and the centre of the sample. Comparisons of the non-carbonated to the carbonated samples, 290 

has provided insights into the Ca transport from the cement phases, with no impact from the 291 

carbonated brine. Thus, the usefulness of the non-carbonated samples was that they provided a 292 

clear understanding of the Ca origin variation with temperature and the rate of mobility of the 293 

Ca cations without the complicated transport due to carbonation reactions. 294 

In samples subjected to carbonation, the mobility of Ca cannot be attributed solely to 295 

the cement phases of the inner regions of the samples, but to the dissolution of old reaction 296 

fronts, followed by Ca transport and re-precipitation at new carbonation fronts. As seen from 297 

Figure 2, the carbonation depth is characterized by locations with a Ca/Si ratio equal or even 298 

higher than that of the main front. Ca transport takes place from the cement phases of the inner 299 

regions of the samples towards the main front along with the Ca dissociated from carbonated 300 

areas and transported towards the main front. This transport requires directions of diffusion in 301 
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opposite directions, both with, and counter to, the direction of movement of the carbonation 302 

front. The driver for this is the increasing acidity: at higher pH to destabilise portlandite/CSH; 303 

and at lower pH to destabilise CaCO3. The calculations of the Ca concentration of the cement 304 

samples were based on the elemental maps using EDXA. The presence or absence of 305 

portlandite in the XRD diffractograms was used as evidence of its contribution of Ca to the 306 

carbonation reactions. In other words, the XRD diffractograms showing portlandite present 307 

suggested that both portlandite and, progressively, C-S-H supplied the Ca towards the outer 308 

areas of the cement, and prevented portlandite depletion (being the phase most likely to 309 

dissolve first [38]). 310 

The source of Ca for the carbonation reactions at 60ºC was identified as both portlandite 311 

and C-S-H since both were present after 1 month reaction, irrespective of the type of brine, be 312 

it N2-saturated or carbonated (see Figure S3, Supporting Information). After 5 months, due to 313 

portlandite loss, just the C-S-H phases from the inner region of CO60/5 were able to supply 314 

the Ca for the neutralization of the ingressing acidity and inorganic carbon species (see Figure 315 

S2, Supporting Information). It is evident (using the methodology of [39]) that the source of 316 

Ca was CSH phases from the centre of the sample, which when dissociated caused the Ca/ Si 317 

ratio to decline from 1.60 (for the unreacted sample grout) to 1.34 (for the N60/1), and then to 318 

1.36 (for the N60/5). Carbonation reactions were found to proceed as a front, decalcifying all 319 

cement phases, such as C-S-H, Aft, AFm and C-A-H. However, the C-S-H of the inner regions 320 

of the sample also appeared to contribute Ca to the carbonation reactions by losing a part of 321 

the Ca and thus evolving to a lower Ca/Si ratio CSH. The front is more like a ‘zone’ which 322 

contains a visually obvious ‘main carbonation front’ where the microstructure is massively 323 

changed. But there are still changes going on either side of this front. To sum up, we find that, 324 

at 60ºC and 80bar, from XRD and EDXA analyses: (1) the chemical instability of portlandite 325 

during carbonation due to combined thermal and acidic conditions, and (2) the early/delayed 326 
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decalcification, per temperature and time, of the C-S-H phases as observed from the Ca/Si ratio 327 

of the inner C-S-H phases. 328 

A comparison of observations of samples immersed in carbonated brine at 120°C, or in 329 

nitrogen-saturated brine, has provided evidence for the source of Ca. XRD analysis of sample 330 

N120/1 showed that the majority of Ca emanated from the complete dissociation of portlandite 331 

(see Figure S3, Supporting Information). Additional evidence of the dissociation of portlandite 332 

was found from the ICP-AES analysis of the post-reaction fluids for the N120 samples. The 333 

Ca concentration of the post-reaction brines was found to increase from 410 mg/l (initial brine) 334 

to 1061 mg/l (N120/1), while at 60ºC Ca, in the post-treatment brine, it was measured to only 335 

be 795 mg/l (N60/1). Here we need to take into account two points. On the one hand that the 336 

sample is actively carbonating, so only the very outside of the sample may be in equilibrium 337 

with the solution. The central parts of the sample may be very out of equilibrium with it – it is 338 

just that the acidic fluid surrounding the sample has not managed to get in and react yet. On 339 

the other hand, these fluids are in equilibrium with calcite – the stable phase for cement 340 

carbonation and what will control Ca in solution. The values should thus reflect calcite 341 

saturation at that specific P & T. The dissociation of portlandite for sample N120/1 allowed for 342 

the Ca/Si ratio of the inner C-S-H phases (colloidal model [40]) to remain constant at 1.60, as 343 

with the unreacted sample. Even though the quantity of portlandite was not measured, the 344 

experimental evidence suggests that, at the composition and curing conditions of the cement 345 

mix used, portlandite dissolved first as it was more reactive, and thus prevented the early 346 

dissolution of the C-S-H phases. CSH dissolution due to increasing temperature could have 347 

played a role in increasing the dissolved Ca, but was not a parameter in our study. After 3 348 

months reaction, the inner C-S-H phases in the central parts of the sample appeared to decrease 349 

from Ca/ Si= 1.60 (unreacted sample) to Ca/ Si= 1.49. At 120ºC for the carbonated samples, 350 
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the early buffering of the carbonated brine appeared to be more effective than at 60ºC, with no 351 

evidence of carbonation at 120ºC beyond the carbonation front.  352 

 353 

 354 

Figure 8 SE image showing the interface (carbonation front) separating the carbonated region and the inner region for the 355 

CO60/ 5. Air filled voids are also shown; frames with continuous lines, near carbonation front; frames with dotted lines, 356 

inner region. (a) Newly formed aragonite crystals growing inside air voids at the boundary of the carbonation front, (b) 357 

Aragonite crystals at a metastable state at the inner region and (c) Stable crystals of aragonite.  358 

 359 
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Figure 9 shows 3D tomographic reconstructions of samples treated with nitrogen- 360 

saturated brine and carbonated brine, which were generated using X-ray CT and Avizo Fire 361 

v8.1 image processing software. CT was only used to measure the depth of carbonation. The 362 

resolution of 25 μm was too low to allow for the reconstruction of a 3D connected network. 363 

Details of the carbonation depth of the samples immersed in the carbonated brine are shown in 364 

Figure 11. In addition, the segmented carbonation fronts are shown in Figure 12. It is notable 365 

the shape of the relic fronts at sample CO60/5, with the aragonite filled voids to be 366 

heterogeneously distributed amongst those fronts. Rigorous analysis of the pore connectivity 367 

(see Figure 12) was not an objective of the work reported here, and will be described in detail 368 

in a subsequent paper. Figure 10 illustrates an example of a sample immersed into carbonated 369 

brine and its evolution over time at 120℃ and at 60℃. The location of the measurement of the 370 

carbonation depth was chosen from the part of each sample facing upwards, in order to avoid 371 

areas close to the sides of the reactor, and that might possibly give smaller depths due to 372 

insufficient mixing of CO2 with the brine. 373 

In contrast to the local heterogeneities at the scale of a few μm found with electron 374 

microscopy, XRCT allowed the calculation of a consistent carbonation depth that parallels the 375 

outer surface of the sample. The calculated carbonation depths and corresponding rates are 376 

shown in Table 1. The calculations for 14 days were done for comparisons with similar studies 377 

on rate of carbonation front [33]. We find that the carbonation rate after 5 months at 60℃ is 378 

tenfold the rate at 120℃. The Elovich equation for activated chemical adsorption [10] , 379 

provided a statistically poor fit to the experimental data, but a power law fit the data better. We 380 

tentatively suggest that penetration depth and CO2 sorption kinetics vary significantly 381 

according to the type(s) of polymorph formed. The migration of the reaction fronts appeared 382 

to have a rate of change that accorded with the square-root of elapsed time law at 120℃, but 383 

not at 60℃ (see Figure 10). In other words, the rates of carbonation reactions at 120℃ after 1 384 
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month (CO120/1) and after 3 months (CO120/3) appeared to be the same. In contrast, the rates 385 

of carbonation reactions at 60℃ after 1 month (CO60/1) and after 5 months (CO60/5) appeared 386 

to differ by an order of magnitude, despite similar rates being observed after 1 month at 120℃ 387 

(CO120/1) and 60℃ (CO60/1) (see Table 1). 388 

 389 

Figure 9(A) Sample N60/5 and (B) Sample CO120/3 after removal from the respective reactors; (C) X-ray tomographic volume 390 

section of the N60/ 5; (D) X-ray tomographic volume section of the CO60/ 5. 391 
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 392 

Figure 10 Synopsis of the carbonation depths for each sample and rates of change of the depths based on the linear evolution 393 

of the depths in time and the square root law of time; the calculation of the carbonation depth relatively to each sample 394 

immersed into the reactors is also shown. The design of the reactor is a schematic representation only simplified from [14] 395 

Table 1 The CO2 carbonation depths and carbonation rates at 80 bar/ 120℃ and at 80 bar /60℃; *, calculated values from 396 

the fitted equation per temperature. 397 

Days Carbonation Depth (mm) Carbonation rate (mm/days) 

 60℃ 120℃ 60℃ 120℃ 
0 0 0 0 0 
14* 0.25 0.44 0.018 0.031 
30 0.85 0.86 0.028 0.029 
90 5.71* 1.86 0.063 0.021 
150 15.60 2.66* 0.104 0.018 

 398 
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 399 

Figure 11 Visualisation of the carbonation front at the central slice of each sample at: a, 60℃ after 1 month; b, 60℃ after 5 400 

months; c, 120℃ after 1 month; d, 120℃ after 3 months 401 
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 402 

Figure 12 Orthographic projections of the carbonated samples at (a) 60℃, 1 month, (b) 60℃, 5 months, (c) 120℃, 1 month 403 
and (d) 120℃, 3 months; green, carbonation front(s); purple, voids; red, aragonite; for the visualisation, 400 slices were 404 
processed with Dragonfly 2020.1.1.809; the segmentation was done using the Otsu algorithm with threshold calculated for 405 
the each stack. 406 

4. Summary and Conclusions 407 

The current study presents results from the compositional characterization of class G 408 

cement under accelerated carbonation in laboratory experiments under conditions of 80 bar/ 409 

120℃ and at 80 bar /60℃. The results of microstructural analyses provided evidence for: (1) 410 

phase alterations of a realistic cementitious grout before and after carbonation, (2) 411 

microstructure (shape, size) of the carbonation front, (3) Ca source and transport from the 412 

cement phases towards the carbonation front, (4) preferential formation of calcium carbonate 413 
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polymorphs depending upon temperature, time and degree of supersaturation (though we do 414 

not quantify it) and (5) the rate of carbonation reactions. 415 

Our study, provided new insights in geological storage experiments, about the 416 

importance of coupling the kinetics of the ‘main carbonation front’, with the morphology of 417 

the front and the cement phase alterations. The results of our study bridged the gap between 418 

the mathematical description of the carbonation front [41], modelling of the time evolution of 419 

the carbonates precipitation [42] [43] and the chemical degradation of cement [10] [44] [45].  420 

Carbonation took place within a zone of reaction, within which was a visually well-421 

defined carbonation front at 120℃, and the presence of calcite. This indicates fast reaction rates 422 

and diffusion limited carbonation. On the contrary, the less well defined carbonation front at 423 

60℃ along with the presence of aragonite suggests fast diffusion; the carbonation reactions 424 

were governed by the speed of saturation that were controlled by the speed of diffusion. The 425 

reactions at 60℃ were rather slow, due to the inability of aragonite (located inside air voids, 426 

see Figure 8) to transform to calcite and were governed by the supersaturation conditions. 427 

These observations were in line with the fitting of the carbonation depth evolution at 120℃ 428 

(according to the square root-law equation) and the increasing rate at 60℃ (from the lack of 429 

application of the square root-law equation). Whilst we recognise the limitations of 430 

extrapolating data from just three samples (including no carbonation -𝑥 0𝑐𝑚- at the start of 431 

the experiments), the results are nevertheless useful for comparing the carbonation rate with 432 

the power-law equation for diffusion. Basic conditions of the power-law equation (Fickian 433 

diffusion) are the diffusion through an homogeneous medium [46] and that the microstructure 434 

remains unaltered [47]. For the problem of cement carbonation, experimental studies on the 435 

mathematical equation between the carbonation depth and the elapsed time have focused on 436 

the identification of the 𝛂 value of the power law of time with the commonest value not to 437 

exceed 0.5 [48]. Theoretical models have also identified that the simplest case of the power 438 
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law for the problem of cement carbonation is 𝛂 =0.5 [49]. However, most models were built 439 

for carbonation under atmospheric conditions and not under the studied accelerated carbonation 440 

conditions in elevated T & P conditions. It may be that some of these also had ‘drying-induced 441 

shrinkage/carbonation’ if the atmosphere was not water-saturated. In our study the decreasing 442 

carbonation rate at 120℃ appeared to follow the square root-law of the elapsed time showing 443 

a diffusion limited regime. On the other hand, the increasing carbonation rate at 60℃ showed 444 

deviations from the diffusion limited regime with the carbonation to be controlled by the speed 445 

of calcium carbonate precipitation.   446 

The lack of carbonation in the central parts of the class G cement sample immersed in 447 

carbonated brine at 120℃ in our study, shows that the carbonation front has (over the 448 

timescales of our study) delayed the inner region of the cement samples from further diffusion 449 

and reaction at the tested experimental timescales. As seen the inner region at 120℃ has 450 

undergone significant alterations after just one month of reaction, in contrast to the 60℃ sample 451 

immersed into the carbonated brine. However the kinetics of carbonation at 120℃ created a 452 

carbonation zone able to seal the inner region from carbonation (see sample CO120/3) in 453 

contrast to the case of 60℃ (see sample CO60/5). That shows that phase characterisation, 454 

cannot be the sole tool for characterisation of the speed of carbonation from a carbonated 455 

cement, but needs to be coupled with kinetic analyses in order to understand better the 456 

microstructure and evolution of the carbonation zone. The morphology of the carbonation 457 

front, like its width and its chemistry, has been identified as key point for understanding the 458 

coupled diffusion/ reactive transport during accelerated cement carbonation tests at 20℃ at a 459 

CO2 concentration 20% [50]. In fact the width of a reaction zone during reactive transport in 460 

porous media has been found to hide important evidence for the identification of the critical to 461 

carbonation step(s), i.e. diffusion and/or reaction [50]. In natural systems where the dissolution 462 

and precipitation compete with each other, the reaction zone width was found to depend on the 463 
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reaction rate and the transport regime (convection and/ or diffusion) [51] . In other words, the 464 

carbonation front was found to be a zone of transition between the dissociated old fronts and 465 

the new fronts that started to form towards the unreacted region [52].  466 

In the case of the carbonated region at 60℃, the ill-defined front can be correlated well 467 

with the overall rate of carbonation as measured by XRCT and the presence of aragonite as 468 

evidenced from SEM and XRD. In contrast to 120℃, at 60℃ the main carbonation front was 469 

compositionally similar to the old carbonation fronts. Similar old fronts were found as relics 470 

from the dissolution of each new front and their re-precipitation towards the un-carbonated 471 

regions [53]. Fronts similar in shape with those relics or the newest carbonation front at 60℃, 472 

have been found to be formed in diffusion-controlled or reaction-controlled processes through 473 

porous materials characterised with mineralogical heterogeneities [54]. The presence of 474 

aragonite is evidence of fast supersaturation conditions [55] caused by fast diffusion through 475 

the carbonated region. In other words, the carbonation at 60℃ seemed to be characterised by a 476 

faster rate of advance of the precipitation of a new front in contrast to the dissolution fronts. It 477 

must be highlighted the ‘initial’ dissolution of Ca(OH)2 and CSH, and also the dissolution of 478 

CaCO3 behind the main reaction -precipitation- front are the main characteristics of the 479 

dissolution fronts. If the dissolution front would have moved simultaneously with the 480 

precipitation front, then at the carbonated region there would be no sign of a relic front, but a 481 

rather homogeneous silicate structure embedded with carbonate crystals.  482 

Under downhole conditions, aragonite (which is more favourably formed at high 483 

pressures) has been claimed to transform into calcite after a few thousand years [56] [57]. 484 

Calcite is anticipated as the final product of aragonite from controlled mineral transformation 485 

due to the gradual lowering of CO2 concentrations due to its slow mineralization within the 486 

reservoir rocks [58]. Whether the mixing of injected CO2 with reservoir water will occur near 487 

the cement seal or not will depend on the 3D subsurface arrangement of borehole, seal, and 488 
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closure hosting the injected CO2. The closer a cement is to the CO2 injection site, the greater 489 

the alteration will be [59]. However, the alterations even in long distances of the cement from 490 

the injection site will occur at an extent analogous to the distance [59]; our study consisted of 491 

the worst case scenario where the cement is in direct contact with the injection case at the 492 

bottom of the well. For example, for a simple vertical well, mixing would be valid close to the 493 

well, but for other wells which are deviated and where the injected CO2-plume migrates away 494 

from the well (e.g. Sleipner), the interactions of CO2 bubbles were found (experimentally) to 495 

create calcite, rendering the grout more resistant to further chemical degradation [60] [61]. It 496 

must be mentioned that calcite may form, but that can still dissolve if there is sufficient CO2 497 

and undersaturated fluid leading to continuous cement degradation. For rocks that have enough 498 

calcite in them to saturate the porewater in the presence of CO2 [62] [63], then calcite in the 499 

cement will clearly not dissolve, allowing for a better probability of borehole seal longevity. 500 

 501 
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